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Executive Summary
Despite the upheaval and disruption stemming from the pandemic, Ontario County’s competitive
advantages remain intact. The 3 most important ingredients for Ontario County’s success have been its:
•
•

Location—adjacent to the Rochester Metropolitan Area, with five Interstate Interchanges
Leadership—a history of effective leadership legislatively, administratively and in the area of
economic development
• Economic Diversity—while different measures yield different results, in 2019, the economic data
company EMSI ranked Ontario County as the second-most diverse county economies in the
United States.
None of that has changed.
The “new normal” created by the pandemic and its aftermath involves reconsidering & possible redefining
almost all relationships in our economy. Consequently, as never before, Ontario County’s strategic
response to its economic development issues and opportunities must treat the economy as a single
system of interdependent relationships. It must also be prepared to systematically support efforts to
rebuild/redefine business models throughout the economy. This strategic plan is intended as a framework
to organize and sustain such efforts.
Ontario County’s economic development strategy will involve a two-pronged approach. The first prong
involves building upon its current efforts involving a continuing effort to position the County as a premium
location for economic development and internally harvesting the results of that effort. The second prong
of this strategic plan involves responding to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. This prong of the
strategy is intended to address key hardships and disruptions in the County economy while also cultivating
the opportunities associated with trends accelerated or created by the pandemic, such as the recruiting
and retention of remote workers.

Strategic Priorities
The Covid-19 pandemic and its aftermath have made economic development much more challenging.
Consequently, it is important that, when implementing the strategy, the Office of Economic Development
maintain clear priorities concerning how it moves forward. The six priorities listed below are intended to
serve as focal points for the varied and extensive work stemming from this strategic plan.

•

Continue internal harvesting for target industries. The long-term industry targets are:
o
o
o
o
o
o

•
•

Value-added Agriculture and Food Enterprises
Existing Mature Industries
Fin-Tech
High-Tech Producer Services
Select “Quality of Life” Niches in Retail/ Hospitality / Tourism/Health Care/Environment
Aviation-Related associated with the Airport

Coordinate efforts to minimize the damage to local businesses by the Covid-19 pandemic.
Double down on the County’s Broadband Advantage.
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•
•
•
•
•

Position the County to attract and retain remote workers
Maintain and intensify efforts to sustain and improve local quality of life
Pursue sustainability as a source of economic competitive advantage
Provide an organizational framework to coordinate all aspects of the two-pronged
strategy
Continue to Monitor Key Economic Trends.

Overall Approach: Strengthening & Extending a Network of Collaboration
One of Ontario County’s long-standing strengths is its culture of cooperation. The two-pronged strategy
will use that culture as the centerpiece of its implementation. This is because the opportunities found in
both prongs require collaboration among all of the organizations involved in economic development to
foster an environment favorable to continued economic growth. Table ES-1 summarizes the roles and
responsibilities for implementing the Economic Development Strategy.
Table ES-1. Roles and Responsibilities for Implementing the Economic Development Strategy.

In order to ensure the diverse array of activities associated with this strategy stay focused on the needs
of the County’s businesses, it is recommended that the OCOED create a six “Sector Intelligence Councils”
to meet regularly to help the Office identify Cluster-specific or Sector-specific opportunities and/or threat
associated as the strategy is implemented. It is further recommended that these councils be convened
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virtually, through Zoom, Webex, or another virtual meeting platform, to maximize the convenience of
members attending these meetings. The six councils proposed are described below in Figure ES-1.

Figure ES-1.
Virtual Sector Intelligence Councils
To identify Cluster-specific or Sector-specific Opportunities or Threats.
Each is convened to review current conditions/opportunities/threats and set strategic priorities to address them.
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I. Introduction: Planning Amid the Covid-19 Pandemic
The Covid-19 Remix is underway COVID-19 has produced a new world that requires new ways of thinking
and acting in order to protect and expand Ontario County’s long-term economic strengths. Ontario
County’s economic actors remain strong. But they are facing unprecedented external changes in almost
every market in which they participate: suppliers, consumers, workforce, etc. Despite the upheaval and
disruption stemming from the pandemic, Ontario County’s competitive advantages remain intact. The 3
most important ingredients for Ontario County’s success have been its:
•
•
•

Location—adjacent
to
the
Rochester
Despite the upheaval and
disruption stemming from the
Metropolitan Area, with five Interstate
pandemic, Ontario County’s
Interchanges
competitive
advantages remain
Leadership—a history of effective leadership
intact.
legislatively, administratively and in the area of
economic development
Economic Diversity—while different measures yield different results, in 2019, the economic data
company EMSI ranked Ontario County as the second-most diverse county economies in the
United States.

None of that has changed. As will be discussed below, Ontario County is positioned as a “superior quality”
location for high-value-added technology development. That strategic approach still holds. Moving
Figure 1. Ontario County’s Existing Strategic Position
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forward, it is important to remember that, the “new normal” created by the pandemic and its aftermath
involves reconsidering & possible redefining almost all relationships in our economy. Consequently, as
never before, Ontario County’s strategic response to its economic development issues and opportunities
must treat the economy as a single system of
interdependent relationships. It must also be prepared
We must be prepared to
systematically support
to systematically support efforts to rebuild/redefine
efforts
to rebuild/redefine
business models throughout the economy. This
business
models throughout
strategic plan is intended as a framework to organize
the economy. This strategic
and sustain such efforts.
plan is intended as a
framework
to organize and
The Planning Process
sustain such efforts.
As in prior strategic planning processes, the planning
process involved stakeholder interviews, an analysis of the structure of the Ontario County economy,
benchmarking with aspirational areas and an examination of Ontario County’s economic condition. This
process culminated in an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of Ontario County as an economic
location, as well as a delineation of the opportunities and threats the County encounters from its external
environment. Each aspect of the planning process is summarized in the pages that follow.

As in past strategic planning
processes,
stakeholder
interviews are an essential
component of the planning
process. Table 1 lists the
stakeholders
who
were
interviewed. The stakeholders
contacted
were
mainly
organizations that make up the
economic
development
ecosystem of Ontario County.
Stakeholders were asked to
identify the current state of
economic
development
in
Ontario
County,
the
opportunities they see, the
obstacles in the way of economic
development,
and
their
recommended strategy moving
forward.

Table 1. Interviews Completed for Economic Development Strategy
Organization
City of Canandaigua
City of Geneva
Geneva BID
Finger Lakes Community College

Empire Access
Hobart & William Smith College
MRB Group
Ontario County DSS

Pathstone Enterprise Center

Interviewee
John D Goodwin, City Manager
Sage Gerling, City Manager
Adam C Blowers, Controller
Michael P Mills, Executive Director
Jayden Donahue, Internships Coordinator
Todd Sloane, Director of Professional
Development
Jim Baase, Chief Operating Officer
Bob Vanderliner, Marketing Director
Daye Parsons, Sales Executive
Craig Talmadge, Entrepreneurial Minor Program
Mathew Horn, Municipal Services Director
Michael Sykes , DSS Workforce Development
Counselor
Kathy Bailey, Senior Workforce Development
Specialist
Hubert Van Tol, President

Town of Canandaigua

Doug Finch, Town Manager & Director of
Development

Town of Victor

Kathy Rayburn, Economic Development Director

The stakeholders interviewed all acknowledged Ontario County’s ongoing strength in such areas a
manufacturing, agriculture and technology-based development. As in years past, interviewees confirmed
the County’s strong culture of cooperation. In light of the Covid-19 pandemic, it was universally agreed
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that all could benefit from more information sharing and cooperation in responding to the pandemic and
continuing to work together in its aftermath.

II. Economic Assessment
A. Benchmarking
As in previous economic development strategies for the County, part of assessing Ontario County’s
competitiveness as a location for technology-based economic development, Ontario County is compared
to locations that are known centers of technology nationally, as well as New York State counties with
strong technology sectors. The New York State counties include Dutchess County, Rensselaer County, and
Saratoga County. As New York State technology centers, these counties are similar in size by population
and economic activity, thus are important measuring sticks for Ontario County.
The benchmarking also included metropolitan areas with national reputations for technology
development. The metropolitan areas included in the benchmarking were Rochester, NY, Albany, NY,
Austin, TX, Raleigh-Durham, and Salt Lake City, UT. These areas have been included as “aspirational”
benchmarks. They are considerably larger than Ontario County and have international reputations as
technology centers. As such, they set high standards to which Ontario County can compare itself.
Table 2 shows a benchmark comparison of Ontario County’s population and workforce demographics to
the New York counties and aspirational areas. The table is coded such that cells with the color yellow
indicate that for the activity featured in that row, Ontario County is comparable to the other counties and
MSAs. Cells shaded green indicate that Ontario County is leading the benchmark areas in that criterion,
and cells shaded red indicates that Ontario County is lagging behind that area in that particular variable.
Note that the dominant color in this chart is yellow, indicating that Ontario County is comparable or
competitive with these other locations.
Ontario County equals or
exceeds all of the other
Of the 104 color coded cells in Table 2, only 37 of them
benchmark
areas in terms of
are coded as red, indicating Ontario County is lagging.
the
percent
of
population with
Nineteen of these red cells involve median earnings by
associate’s degrees. Given the
industry. For the most part these involve metropolitan
national shortage of workers
areas that have higher costs of living than Ontario (e.g.,
with the types of technical
Dutchess and Rensselaer counties). Six of the other red
education represented by a
cells refer to population growth and family size, where
two-year degree (the so-called
“middle skills” gap), Ontario
Ontario lags behind the Austin, Raleigh and Salt Lake City
County’s relative strength in
metro areas.
this category could represent
As in years past, the data in Table 2 illustrate the
a significant advantage.
strength Ontario County has in its workforce. Ontario
County equals or exceeds all of the other benchmark areas in terms of the percent of population with
associate’s degrees. Given the national shortage of workers with the types of technical education
represented by a two-year degree (the so-called “middle skills” gap), Ontario County’s relative strength in
this category could represent a significant advantage. The percent of Ontario County’s population with
bachelors or graduate degrees is comparable with half of the benchmark areas. Since the previous
economic development strategy, Saratoga and Salt Lake City have joined Austin and Raleigh with higher
March, 2021
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Benchmarks:
2019 Total Population
114,316
164,609
302,840
239,547 1,095,267
911,500 2,231,469 1,388,381
2014 Total Population
110,781
161,876
299,111
227,828 1,089,143
888,902 1,875,953 1,218,130
% Change in Population (2014-19)
3.2%
1.7%
1.2%
5.1%
0.6%
2.5%
19.0%
14.0%
2019 Average Family Size
2.95
2.96
3.14
2.96
3.00
2.98
3.24
3.18
2013-2017 ACS Worked in State and County of Residence (%)
61.54%
42.50%
65.95%
55.71%
82.78%
61.34%
75.02%
75.82%
2013-2017 ACS Average Commute to Work in Minutes
23.2
24.4
32.2
25.3
21.3
23.1
26.8
25.9
2019 Median Age
44.1
40.9
41.7
43.1
40.7
41.5
34.3
36.3
2019 Education: Associate's Degree (%)
13.77%
14.59%
10.64%
11.78%
12.22%
12.44%
6.83%
8.85%
2019 Education: Bachelor's Degree (%)
19.18%
17.48%
19.53%
23.83%
19.17%
20.46%
28.53%
30.20%
2019 Education: Graduate/Professional Degree (%)
15.62%
13.41%
16.29%
17.79%
15.41%
16.93%
15.75%
17.32%
Median Earnings
$ 38,222 $ 42,154 $ 42,473 $ 48,111 $ 36,689 $ 41,742 $ 41,133 $ 41,348
Manufacturing
$ 48,191 $ 50,827 $ 61,982 $ 73,047 $ 49,424 $ 60,372 $ 64,126 $ 64,220
Information
$ 46,538 $ 48,339 $ 57,169 $ 54,676 $ 47,648 $ 44,768 $ 54,145 $ 65,213
FI&RE
$ 45,673 $ 49,497 $ 55,383 $ 61,064 $ 44,932 $ 52,485 $ 53,170 $ 54,635
Prof, Sci. & Mgt.
$ 30,337 $ 29,417 $ 27,732 $ 33,369 $ 27,203 $ 30,325 $ 29,663 $ 26,927
Source: Median Earnings data in 2018 inflation adjusted data from US Census Bureau American Community Survey 2018 5-year survey. All other data are ESRI estimates.

percentages of their population with bachelor’s degrees. On the other hand, Ontario County is equal to or above all the other counties and
metro areas in terms of the percent of population with a graduate or professional degree, a clear strength for a technology-related workforce.
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Salt Lake City, UT MSA

Raleigh, NC MSA

Austin, TX MSA

Albany MSA

Rochester MSA

Saratoga County, NY

Dutchess County, NY

Rensselaer County, NY

Ontario County, NY

Table 2. Benchmarking Ontario County against other Counties & Metro Areas with Technology-based Economies.

1,256,116
1,152,927
9.0%
3.60
90.94%
22.4
32.4
8.63%
23.14%
13.21%
$ 38,105
$ 41,143
$ 41,634
$ 47,122
$ 56,794
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B. Strength in key clusters & manufacturing in
general
Figure 2 shows employment by sector for Ontario
County in 2019. The grey dashes accompanying each
sector show what employment would be in that sector
in the County if the composition of the County economy

Manufacturing was 18 percent
of the County’s Gross Regional
Product, A higher percentage
than the Rochester MSA, the
Finger Lakes Region and New
York State.

Figure 2. Ontario County Employment by Largest Industries, 2019.

Source: EMSI

was the same as the US economy. Figure 1 indicates that Government and Health Care & Social Assistance
are large sectors in the County at proportions roughly similar to the US economy as a whole.
On the other hand, the data in Figure 1 suggest that retail and manufacturing are both large sectors in the
County whose share of employment is significantly larger than for the US economy as a whole. The
importance of manufacturing is reinforced when examining the contribution made to the County’s Gross
Regional Product (GRP), the total value of goods and services produced in the County. (See Figure 2.)
Manufacturing is the largest contributor to GRP followed by Government, Retail and Healthcare & Social
Assistance.
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As indicated by the data above, manufacturing remains strong in Ontario County. As shown in Table 3, in
2019, manufacturing was 18 percent of the County’s Gross Regional Product, higher than Rochester MSA,
the Finger Lakes Region and New York State as a whole. The County also has a higher relative
concentration of jobs in manufacturing compared to the other areas, as measured by the “Jobs Location
Quotient” in Table 3. (The Location Quotient compares the concentration of jobs in an industry in a local
area to the national economy. If the concentration of
Ontario County is the only
jobs in that industry—e.g., manufacturing—is the same
area to have a positive
as the US, the location quotient is 1.0. The County’s
“competitive effect,” that
location quotient of 1.52 suggests the County’s share of
indicates the area is a
employment in manufacturing is 52 percent higher than
favorable location for
the US as a whole.
manufacturing enterprises.
From 2015 to 2019, manufacturing jobs in the County grew by five percent, compared to declines in the
other areas included in the table. Ontario County is also the only area to have a positive “competitive
effect,” a measure derived from shift/share analysis that indicates the area is a favorable location for
manufacturing enterprises.
Table 3. Comparing Manufacturing Performance, 2015-19.
Manufacturing

Jobs (2015)
Jobs (2019)
%Change in Jobs (2015-19)

Ontario
County

Rochester
MSA

Finger Lakes
Region

NYS

USA

6,719
7,046

59,649
57,386

66,972
64,650

465,436
453,568

12,556,511
12,984,409

5%

(4%)

(3%)

(3%)

3%

$64,670

$67,180

$68,100

6.1%
1.35
(4,604)
16.11%

5.6%
0.55
(27,729)
5.16%

8.7%
1.00
0
11.42%

Wages, Salaries, & Proprietor
$59,094
$64,959
Earnings (2019)
% Change in Wages, 2015-2019
4.4%
5.6%
Jobs LQ (2019)
1.52
1.32
Competitive Effect
98
(4,295)
% of Total GRP
18.10%
15.73%
Source: compiled by Fairweather Consulting using EMSI data.

It is also worth noting that, as in years past, Ontario County has lower manufacturing wages than the other
areas. But, unlike previous years, wage growth in the County also lags. Some of this can be explained by
the fact that Ontario County is growing manufacturing jobs while the other areas are shedding them. In
such situations, the lowest paid workers are the most likely to be laid off. Thus, as the workforce shrinks,
the average wage will increase. On the other hand, as Ontario County grows manufacturing jobs, it will
bring on more entry level, lower wage workers. Nonetheless, it is worth monitoring this trend to see how
the County’s manufacturing wages grown in the future.
This high concentration of manufacturing suggests that it is a driver that sends goods out of the County
and brings money and investment into the County. The US Clusters Mapping Project, a web-based
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application developed by the Harvard Business School for the US Economic Development Administration
provides some information about this. According to the US Clusters Mapping Project website:
“The U.S. Cluster Mapping Project is a national economic initiative that provides over 50 million
open data records on industry clusters and regional business environments in the United States
to promote economic growth and national competitiveness. The project is led by Harvard
Business School's Institute for Strategy and Competitiveness in partnership with the U.S.
Department of Commerce and U.S. Economic Development Administration. . . .” 1
The US Clusters Mapping Project provides a set of tools for examining long-term structural conditions in
a local economy to better understand the groupings of businesses that are particular catalysts for
economic activity in that area. Unfortunately, as of 2020, the US Clusters Mapping Project dataset goes
to 2016. However, the data does identify those portions of the local economy that are exporters of goods
and services and importers of income and wealth. Referred to by the Project as “traded” clusters, these
sectors constitute important economic drivers for a local economy.
According to the Cluster Mapping Project data, Ontario County maintains a strong set of “traded clusters,”
the drivers of wealth creation in the County.
Figure 4 shows the
County’s
traded
clusters with the
strongest
employment growth
in from 2008 (the end
of the last recession
prior to the Covid-19
pandemic) to 2016,
the most recent year
available.

Figure 4. Employment Growth in Selected “Traded” Clusters for
Ontario County, 2008-2016.

The vertical bars
indicate actual job
growth in Ontario
County from 2008 to
2016, while the
Source: US Cluster Mapping Project
orange
dashes
indicate the job
growth that would be expected in that cluster if the County had experienced the same rate of job growth
in that cluster has had occurred in the national economy. Clearly, Ontario County has a diverse cadre of
strong traded clusters, including business services and a variety of manufacturing and food-related

1

http://www.clustermapping.us/
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clusters. As illustrated by Figure 4, all of these clusters (except business services and transportation and
logistics) outpaced national expected job growth.

C. A Strong Agricultural
Sector

Figure 5. Top Ten Counties for Farming in New York
State by Sales, 2017

Ontario County retains a strong
agricultural
economy.
According to figures from the
latest Census of Agriculture, in
2017, the County was sixth in
New York State for total sales of
agricultural products, with over
$200 million in sales across 833
farms. From 2012 to 2017, the
value of the County’s sales of
agricultural products increased
by 14 percent, compared to a 2
percent decline statewide. (See
Figure 5.)

Source: Office of the New York State Comptroller, A Profile
of Agriculture in New York State, August, 2019, p. 6.

III. SWOT Analysis
In order to identify key issues that need to be addressed by a strategic plan, it is useful to conduct a SWOT
analysis. The SWOT analysis identifies Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. Table 4
summarizes the SWOT analysis for Ontario County. In a SWOT analysis:
Strengths identify the attributes Ontario County has that contributes to its competitiveness.
Weaknesses identify those aspects of the County that reduces its competitiveness.
Opportunities identify the trends in the greater environment outside the County that it can take
advantage of to improve its economic growth.
Threats identify the trends in the greater environment outside the County that could threaten its ability
to generate or sustain economic growth.
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Table 4. A SWOT Analysis for Ontario County

Strengths
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Weaknesses

A Culture of Cooperation
Diversity of Economic Base in County
Workforce & Workforce Development System
A system of EDOs that provide support to
county efforts (including revenue)
Existing Economic Base: advanced
manufacturing agriculture, professional
services (including health care), and tourism.
NYS Center for Excellence in Ag. & Food
Technology Infrastructure
A Strategy with local buy-in
Systematic Business Retention and Expansion
Efforts
Transportation Access (FLRR & I-90)
Airport
Broadband Connectivity
Sense of Place

Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Electric Grid
Location in NYS and Northeast

Threats

Technology Led Enterprises attracted to or
emerging from Technology Farm
Advanced Manufacturing
Fin-Tech
Home-grown Entrepreneurs
Remote Workers
Agriculture and Food sectors
Technology Led Enterprises attracted by
Broadband Redundancy, etc.
Aviation-related enterprises
Expansion of Existing Enterprises
Foreign Direct Investment/FTZ/Exports
Educational Partners (e.g., FLCC and HWS)
Fostering Sustainability as a Competitive
Advantage
Revival of Technological Innovation in
Rochester area

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Sustained impact from Covid-19
Sustainability of the Technology Farm
Sustainability of the Airport
Impact of Regulatory Changes on
OED/IDA Structure
NYS Business Climate
Aging of the Population
Potential Decline in Technological
Innovation in the Rochester
Metropolitan Area

Strengths: As shown in the Table 4, the County’s strengths far outweigh its weaknesses in number.
Clearly, the County’s economy is a major strength, with a diverse set of strong sectors. This diversity not
only presents the County with a foundation for future growth in such enterprises as advanced
manufacturing, agriculture, professional services and tourism, the diversity itself can buffer the County
from suffering unduly from significant losses in any one sector.
The County’s well-educated, skilled workforce is a considerable advantage. While employers can still have
difficulty in finding the precise mix of skills and experience for particular jobs, Ontario County’s
demographics and educational institutions make it easier for firms to address these issues than in other
March, 2021
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rural counties in New York. In that regard, the County’s workforce development system is also a major
economic development asset.
The County also has a robust economic development system, with a network of economic development
organizations that provide support to the County efforts, including the County, IDA, the Economic
Development Corporation and the Local Development Corporation. They each provide various types of
economic development tools for use by the Office of Economic Development and also help provide
financial support to the efforts of the County Office of Economic Development. As will be discussed below,
this network has already proven to be an important asset in responding to the impact of Covid-19.
The County’s Business Retention and Expansion program provides a regular, systematic assessment of the
challenges and opportunities facing employers in the County and provides those enterprises with ready
access to programs that can address the issues they face. In addition, the County has real strengths in its
technological infrastructure, particularly the open access ring created over the last ten years.
Finally, as was emphasized in the previous strategic plan, an important part of Ontario County’s economic
development strength is its civic culture and quality of life. The economic development strategy is created
with significant local buy-in. Virtually every county-level economic development organization will formally
adopt the final strategic plan. Through this process, the
past economic development strategies have served as a
Across county agencies and
municipal boundaries,
guide and unifying template for the County’s overall
individuals
and organizations
approach to economic development. This greatly
involved in various aspects of
improves the ability of Ontario County to initiate and
economic development readily
sustain comprehensive economic development
communicate and coordinate
initiatives. In turn, this would not be possible without
activities in support of common
the culture of cooperation that exists in the County.
purposes. This has proved
Across county agencies and municipal boundaries,
indispensable for the County’s
success.
individuals and organizations involved in various aspects
of economic development readily communicate and
coordinate activities in support of common purposes. This has proved indispensable for the County’s
success and will remain a key to the County’s economic strength.
In addition, the County has a strong quality of life, with a host of cultural and recreational opportunities,
a strong system of public schools and a high level of public safety throughout the County.
Weaknesses: While Ontario County’s weaknesses are few in number, they nevertheless represent
significant ongoing challenges. While New York State has continued to improve its business climate, it
retains its reputation as an unattractive place among site selection consultants. In addition, the regulatory
climate for economic development agencies has become increasingly burdensome and uncertain. While
the goals of transparency and accountability for public authorities is laudable, the time and resources
involved in complying with State regulations consumes increasing time and resources for economic
development organizations throughout New York.
Like much of upstate New York, Ontario County’s electric grid faces issues with the reliability and quality
of power. While the situation is improving, the need for reliable, high-quality power is particularly
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important for the type of technology-based enterprises that remains the focus for much of economic
development in Ontario County. The continued application of “smart grid” technology on the power
system in the region remains important part of the effort to improve power reliability and quality in the
County.
Opportunities: Over the past ten years, Ontario County has taken significant strides to position itself as a
home for technology-based enterprises. The Technology Farm continues to serve as an incubator and
magnet for firms and start up enterprises in food production. The broadband technology made available
through the investment in the open access fiber optic ring also continues to attract technology-based
business to the County. The County Airport improvements continue, making that a potentially important
asset for aviation-related enterprises. The ongoing revival of the Rochester area’s reputation as a hub for
technology innovation also creates new opportunities for Ontario County. The Foreign Trade Zone
provide export opportunities for County businesses and raise the visibility of the County as a target for
foreign direct investment.
The broadband technology
As will be discussed later in this report, the greatest
made available through the
opportunities facing the County are the result of the
investment in the open access
cultivation of an emerging innovation ecosystem in the
fiber optic ring also
County, including opportunities that have been expanded due
continues to attract
technology-based business to
to the Covid-19 pandemic. Growth in a range of clusters
the County.
spanning agriculture and food products, advanced
manufacturing, technology-based financial service and others
will be an important component of the opportunities available to Ontario County over the next five years.
The importance of remote workers: Another major emerging opportunity for Ontario County is the
recruitment and retention of remote workers. In a trend accelerated by the pandemic, knowledge
workers are increasingly working outside of their employers’ offices at least part of the time. Indeed, with
the onset of the pandemic, companies encouraged greater remote work. Many, along with their
employees, found the arrangement was a net gain in terms of productivity and quality of work life.2 In
response to Covid-19, those who could work remotely increasingly sought low-density locations that
offered a high quality of life and strong telecommunications connectivity. With its open access ring and
high quality of life, Ontario County is ideally suited to meet the needs of the growing segment of workers.
This could serve as a new source of income and talent for the County’s economy.
Environmental sustainability as a source of economic competitive advantage: The use of environmentally
sustainable practices and business models as sources of competitive advantage has also been accelerated
by the pandemic.3 Whether is it responding to consumer preferences for socially responsible goods and
services or simply a matter of securing supplies that are more reliable and less expensive of the long-term,

2

Levanon, Gad, “Remote Work: The Biggest Legacy Of Covid-19,” Forbes, November 23, 2020.
Shalini Unnikrishnan, Chris Biggs, and Nidhi Singh, “Sustainability Matters More Than Ever for Consumer
Companies,” Boston Consulting Group, August 11, 2020; David McClintock, “The Post-COVID Supply Chain: Driving
Value with Sustainable Procurement,” Sourcing Industry Group,
3
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many businesses have come out of the pandemic with a greater emphasis on environmentally sustainable
practices.
Threats: As indicated in Table 4, the County does face a number of important threats. These include the
possibility of long-term economic stagnation or decline in the national economy due to global issues
related to Covid-19 and its aftermath. Closer to home, the Technology Farm could raise problems for the
County’s prospects for long-term growth if it is unable to sustain itself financially. The same is true for the
IDA’s airport. Another threat to the County could arise if the renaissance of the Rochester region is stalled.
Finally, as noted in the “weaknesses” section, detrimental changes in the New York State business climate
and/or the regulatory burdens placed on economic development organization in the State could serve to
dampen the prospects for growth in Ontario County.

IV. Strategic Approach: Continue to harvest long-term opportunities
while cultivating the opportunities found in the “new normal”
Ontario County’s economic development strategy will involve a two-pronged approach. The first prong
involves building upon its current efforts involving a continuing effort to position the County as a premium
location for economic development and internally harvesting the results of that effort.

A. The First Prong: Harvesting Ontario County’s Premium Location
The concept of Ontario County as a premium location for economic development emerged from the 2004
economic development strategy. That document used the market polarization model to shape the
County’s approach to economic development. (See Figure 1 above.) The following description of that
model comes from Ontario County’s 2004 economic development strategy:
Simply put, products can compete on the basis of providing either high quality or low price. More
importantly, Mathieu points out that, as any market matures, it polarizes. That is, the consumers
split into two groups: those that prefer premium products and those that prefer low-cost
products. If your product is not clearly identified as either a premium product or a low-cost
product, it will lose to the products at those two extremes.4
As was originally pointed out in the 2004 strategic plan, this model applies to businesses when searching
for a location as well. That strategy called for Ontario County to position itself as a premium location for
economic development by continuing to develop:
•
•
•

A Broad Pool of World-Class Talent . . .
An Inventory of Sites that are both Flexible and “Fully Wired”. . .
Extensive Connections to both Venture Capital and Local Potential Start-Up Companies . . .5

4

Ontario County Office of Economic Development & IDA, Technology-led Development in Ontario County: Meeting
the Challenges Seizing the Opportunities. An Update of Ontario County’s Economic Development Strategy, May,
2004, p. 12.
5
Ontario County Office of Economic Development & IDA, Technology-led Development in Ontario County: Meeting
the Challenges Seizing the Opportunities. An Update of Ontario County’s Economic Development Strategy, May,
2004, p. 2.
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This approach was validated, with slight modifications ten years later. The 2015 strategic plan update
concluded that the best opportunities for sustaining the County’s forward path in growing jobs and
investment is to focus primarily on harvesting the opportunities found in the County itself. As pointed out
in 2015, “It is important to remember that this is not an ‘either/or’ strategy. As the County successfully
harvests local opportunities, it will become even better known as a favorable location for technologybased businesses. This in turn will keep Ontario County “on the map” as a prime location for firms looking
to relocate to an area that can support innovative businesses.”6 As indicated above, the basic conditions
that support this strategic approach have not changed, particularly once the Covid-19 pandemic passes.
Thus, Ontario County should continue to pursue this “internal harvesting” approach.

B. The Second Prong: Responding to Covid-19, the Crises & Opportunities
The second prong of this strategic plan involves responding to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. As
was also mentioned in the introduction to this plan, the Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated trends already
present in the economy, creating disruption, hardship, but also new opportunities. This prong of the
strategy is intended to address key hardships and disruptions in the County economy while also seizing
the opportunities associated with trends accelerated or created by the pandemic.

The Devastation of Tourism, Hospitality and “Mom & Pop” businesses
One of the most dramatic and damaging impact of the Covid-19 pandemic has been its effect on main
street businesses and tourism-related enterprises. Social distancing, and in extreme cases, lockdowns are
important tools in the fight against the
Figure 5. Quarterly Sales Tax Collections for
Ontario County, 2017-2021.
pandemic. But they can reduce or even
eliminate the demand for main street
shopping and other types of local retail.
Similarly, the pandemic has wreaked
havoc on tourism, not only in Ontario
County, but across the globe. A recent
report by McKinsey described it this
way:
COVID-19 has caused an
unprecedented crisis for the
tourism industry. International
tourist arrivals are projected to
plunge by 60 to 80 percent in
2020, and tourism spending is

Source: compiled by Fairweather Consulting using data from the
NYS Department of Taxation & Finance

6

Ontario County Office of Economic Development & IDA, The Importance of Internal Harvesting: An Update of the
Ontario County Economic Development Strategy, May, 2016, p. 22.
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not likely to return to precrisis levels until 2024. This puts as many as 120 million jobs at risk.7
The impact on Ontario County’s retail and tourism sectors can be seen in Figure 5, which shows the trend
in sales tax collections in the County since 2017. The precipitous drop in sales tax collections beginning
the second quarter of 2020 is testimony to the pandemic’s impact. From May to August, 2020, collections
dropped from $24 million to $17 million, a 28 percent decline. While much of that was made up in
subsequent months, as of August, collections were still down 2 percent from the previous August. This
modest decline in the heels of a dramatic drop spells trouble, particularly for smaller businesses that do
not have the reserves to weather such unprecedented adversity.
Indeed, a recent survey by the online small business referral
a recent national survey . . .
network Alignable found that one half of the small retailers they
found that one half of the
surveyed in November, 2020 believed they were in imminent
small retailers they surveyed
in November, 2020 believed
danger of failing.8 This could have a widespread effect in
they
were in imminent danger
Ontario County. Figure 6 illustrates this fact. According to data
of failing. This could have a
from EMSI, approximately 61 percent of the County’s firms have
widespread effect in Ontario
fewer than 10 employees, with one third of all businesses
County.
having five or fewer employees. Developing a response to this
situation must be a priority for this economic development strategy.
Figure 6. Business Establishments in Ontario County by Number of Employees.

Source: EMSI.

7

Margaux Constantin, Steve Saxon, and Jackey Yu, “Reimagining the $9 trillion tourism economy—what will it
take?” McKinsey & Company, August 5, 2020
8
Pamela N. Danziger, “Half Of Small Retailers May Be Forced Out Of Business With More Restrictions
Threatening,”Forbes, December 7, 2020.
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The Rise of the Remote Worker & “Space as a Service”
The pandemic has also accelerated changes in the way office space is used in business. This raises
problems and opportunities for Ontario County’s economy. One aspect of this is the rise of remote
working as a permanent feature of business. This began out of a need to isolate and socially distance
during the pandemic. But firms and employees soon became convinced of the potential long-term
advantages of this arrangement. A whitepaper by the consulting firm Gartner describes the result:
A recent Gartner poll showed that 48% of employees will likely work remotely at least part of the
time after COVID-19 versus 30% before the pandemic. As organizations shift to more remote work
operations, explore the critical competencies employees will need to collaborate digitally, and be
prepared to adjust employee experience strategies. Consider whether and how to shift
performance goal-setting and employee evaluations for a remote context.9
As workers discovered the possibilities of remote work, many have sought to relocate to smaller, less
densely populated areas as a means to avoid contracting Covid-19. This could be a potential source of
new residents and workers for Ontario County.
At the same time, the rise of remote work has also given rise to a re-thinking of how to use office space
itself. If workers are no longer bound to a particular office as part of their job, companies have been
reconsidering how they use space to get their work done. A recent University of Oxford study described
what this will look like:
Offices will no longer just be places to come to work every day, but will become
collaborative/creative spaces, perhaps visited twice a week. Consequently, companies might
choose to have more local, suburban and smaller offices, closer to where people live, in order to
reduce commutes – a multi-site or dual-hub solution.10
The key here is that companies are not limited to a single
option in terms of how they organize their places of work.
A recent whitepaper by McKinsey described the changes
taking place:

As workers discovered the
possibilities of remote work,
many have sought to relocate
to smaller, less densely
populated areas as a means to
avoid contracting Covid-19.
This could be a potential
source of new residents and
workers for Ontario County.

In any case, the coming transformation will use a
portfolio of space solutions: owned space,
standard leases, flexible leases, flex space, coworking space, and remote work. Before the
crisis, flexible space solutions held about 3
percent of the US office market. Their share had been growing at 25 percent annually for the past
five years, so flexibility was already in the works. McKinsey research indicates that office-space
decision makers expect the percentage of time worked in main and satellite offices to decline by

9

Mary Baker, “9 Future of Work Trends Post-COVID-19,” Smarter with Gartner, June 8, 2020.
Richard Darby and Tom Darby, The post-pandemic future for city centre office space, University of Oxford, July 6,
2020
10
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12 and 9 percent, respectively, while flex office space will hold approximately constant and work
from home will increase to 27 percent of work time, from 20 percent.11
This trend has important implications for Ontario County, both in how existing office space is refilled (or
not) following the pandemic, but also in the possibility of tapping into these trends to retain and/or attract
workers and firms to the County.
A preliminary analysis of the potential to attract remote workers illustrates what might be involved in this
effort. Using data from EMSI, a company supplying workforce and economic data, an assessment was
done to identify which counties in New York State would be the most reliable supply of remote workers.
First, occupations likely to be susceptible to remote work were identified. These are listed in Table 5.
Then criteria were established that might attract workers to Ontario County. They are listed in Table 6.
Two of the criteria were double weighted for Ontario County: workers who used to live in Ontario County
and workers who would experience an earnings gain due to either a higher salary or a lower cost of living.
The results of the analysis are shown in Table 7. It indicates that the counties in New York most likely to
be the source of remote workers include Monroe County and New York City’s boroughs (excepting Staten
Island).
Table 5. Selected Occupations Likely to Involve Remote Work
Occupational Code Title
13-1111
Management Analysts
13-1121
Meeting, Convention, and Event Planners
13-1141
Compensation, Benefits, and Job Analysis Specialists
13-1151
Training and Development Specialists
13-1161
Market Research Analysts and Marketing Specialists
13-2041
Credit Analysts
13-2051
Financial Analysts
15-1111
Computer and Information Research Scientists
15-1121
Computer Systems Analysts
15-1132
Software Developers, Applications
15-1133
Software Developers, Systems Software
15-1134
Web Developers
15-1143
Computer Network Architects

Table 6. Factors & weighting system used to identify potential counties from which Remote Workers are likely to
Come to Ontario County
Metric
Weight Assigned
Total Talent (# of people in those occupations)
1x
Your Alumni (# of people who used to live in County)
2x
Graduate Oversupply (# of graduates in excess of # of openings in current home county)
1x
Earnings Gain (due to higher salary or lower cost of living)
2x
11

Brodie Boland, Aaron De Smet, Rob Palter, and Aditya Sanghvi, Reimagining the office and work life after COVID19: Changing attitudes on the role of the office. McKinsey & Company, June 8, 2020.
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Table 7. Top Ten Counties in New York State from which
Ontario County may draw Remote Workers in Occupations included in Table 5.
Overall
Rank

County

Total Talent

Your Alumni

Graduate
Oversupply

Earnings Gain
$18.43

New York

1

179,575

163

(7,147)

Monroe

2

14,152

181

1,694

$2.18

Kings

3

19,942

7

575

$15.47

Bronx

4

6,074

3

2,651

$13.92

Queens

5

16,462

0

1,071

$11.42

Columbia

6

260

1

(3)

$10.18

Cortland

7

209

0

(24)

$9.75

Erie

8

13,617

24

1,978

$3.80

Chenango

9

268

0

(30)

$9.42

Essex

10

139

0

(16)

$9.36

Source: EMSI

The Transformation of Warehousing and Distribution
This trend is almost the mirror image of the troubles faced by small retailers. The rise of on-line shopping
during the pandemic has led to new approaches to warehousing and distribution in order to better serve
changing consumer demand.

The humble shed can be as good an investment in the ecommerce era as shovels were in the gold rush. . . The
future is likely to be ever closer to large urban or suburban
areas as online retailers strive to shorten delivery times. .
. New warehousing might combine storage with light
manufacturing, creative industries, a gym & coffee shop—
re-using an abandoned shopping mall.12

Ontario County’s location
on I-90 and its proximity to
both the Syracuse and
Rochester metropolitan
areas make it a potential
candidate for these new
types of warehousing and
distribution facilities.

In previous times, the most efficient system for warehousing and distribution involved extremely large
warehouse facilities to gain economies of scale. In the Covid (and likely post-Covid) economy, that has
given way to the creation of smaller warehouses located closer to markets to serve proliferating demand
more quickly. Ontario County’s location on I-90 and its proximity to both the Syracuse and Rochester
metropolitan areas make it a potential candidate for these new types of facilities.

12

Economist, 5/30/2020
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Convergence & Hybridization in Food & Retail
The changes in retail and distribution described above
have contributed to another trend which is a potential
opportunity for Ontario County:
accelerating
convergence and hybridization in food and retail. As
retailers seek to provide a reason for shoppers to
patronize “bricks and mortar” stores, and restaurants
seek ways to entices diners to return, establishments
that used to be separate will be combined into a single
enterprise. A recent report by the Brookings Institution
describes it:

As retailers seek to provide a
reason for shoppers to
patronize “bricks and mortar”
stores, and restaurants seek
ways to entices diners to
return, establishments that
used to be separate will be
combined into a single
enterprise. . . . This trend
could be an important
opportunity for Ontario
County, with its wellestablished high-end retail
combined with the presence
of a strong agriculture and
food sector.

“Convergence and hybridization will accelerate in food
retail. . . IKEA was already a furniture showroom,
warehouse, and restaurant. High-end grocers were
encouraging shoppers to have a beer. Restaurants were
increasingly not just dine-in, but fast-casual or mobile food trucks. . . . Americans will return to eating
much of their food prepared outside the home. In 2017, jobs in leisure and hospitality (which includes all
bars and restaurants) grew to outnumber jobs in retail trade. The pandemic is a setback, but not a reset.”13
This trend could be an important opportunity for Ontario County, with its well-established high-end retail
(e.g., Eastview Mall) combined with the presence of a strong agriculture and food sector in the County.

V. Implementing the Two-pronged Strategy
Putting this two-pronged strategy into action will require a careful calibration of priorities among the
competing claims for attention among the County’s economic development programs. It will also involve
close coordination among the organizations involved in economic development. These two aspects of
implementation are discussed below.

A. Strategic Priorities
The Covid-19 pandemic and its aftermath have made economic development much more challenging.
Consequently, it is important that, when implementing the strategy, the Office of Economic Development
maintain clear priorities concerning how it moves forward. The six priorities listed below are intended to
serve as focal points for the varied and extensive work stemming from this strategic plan.

Continue internal harvesting for target industries. Ontario County remains a competitive location for
its long-term target industries. Efforts to retain and expand these businesses (and attract emerging one

13

Brookings Institution, The ABCs of the post-COVID economic recovery, May, 2020
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such as technology-based financial services (“fin-tech”) should continue unabated, including ongoing work
with the Greater Rochester Enterprises Economic Gardening program. The long-term industry targets are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Value-added Agriculture & Food Enterprises
Existing Mature Industries
Fin-Tech
High-Tech Producer Services
Select “Quality of Life” Niches in Retail/ Hospitality / Tourism/Health Care/Environment
Aviation-Related associated with the Airport

Coordinate efforts to minimize the damage to local businesses by the Covid-19 pandemic. As
indicated above, Covid-19 has caused extensive damage to local small businesses that are normally not
the focus of county-wide economic development programs. Given these exceptional circumstances, the
Office of Economic Development has a role to ensure that the difficulties facing these businesses are
addressed.

Double down on the County’s Broadband Advantage. Ontario County’s open access fiber ring
provided a clear competitive advantage in technological infrastructure for business. Years later, other
counties are following suit. Given the trends toward remote working and hybridization, broadband
connectivity has become even more important. Now is the time for the County to push its advantage to
the next level, maximizing the ability of the infrastructure to deliver broadband to the premises
throughout the County. As part of this effort, it will be critical to undertake an assessment of the current
state of “fiber to the premises” in the County as the first step in developing a broadband action plan.

Position the County to attract and retain remote workers. The Covid-19 pandemic has
demonstrated the long-term viability of remote work, both for workers and the companies that hire
them. Given its low population density, high quality of life and growing broadband capacity, Ontario
County is well positioned to attract and retain remote workers. These individuals will bring talent and
income to the County and a coordinated effort should be undertaken to maximize this opportunity for
Ontario County.

Maintain and intensify efforts to sustain and improve local quality of life. Given the importance and
increasing mobility of talent and the potential to attract remote workers, it is ever more important that
the County’s quality of life is sustained and increased, with efforts focused on enhancing the cities, villages
and hamlets, and improving the quality and diversity of offerings in housing, health care, recreation and
cultural offerings.

Pursue sustainability as a source of economic competitive advantage.
As mentioned earlier in this document, environmental sustainability is an increasingly important factor
for socially conscious consumers and for businesses seeking to reduce costs and increase the reliability of
the inputs to their goods and services. The Office for Economic Development can work with the County
Department of Sustainability and Solid Waste Management to provide access to technical assistance on
sustainable practices and sustainable business models for businesses in the County.
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Provide an organizational framework to coordinate all aspects of the two-pronged strategy. Under
the “new normal” of Covid-19 and its aftermath, the work of economic development has expanded
significantly and the importance of effective, well-coordinated partnerships has never been greater.
Consequently, the Office of Economic Development should ensure that structures are in place to enable
this to happen.

Continue to Monitor Key Economic Trends. The pandemic has created and/or accelerated many
changes in the economy and business models which will endure long after the threat of Covid-19 has
subsided. It will be important to keep abreast of these changes so that the County’s economic
development efforts can provide effective, timely responses as required. Key trends to be monitored
include:
•

Change in remote workers in Ontario County & the Rochester Area by occupation and industry.
Developing data and analytical techniques to track the emergence of remote workers is essential
for understanding the extent and nature of the opportunity facing the County.

•

Manufacturing employment, wages and share of Gross Regional Product. manufacturing is a
bellwether of Ontario County’s economy. Consequently, it is important that changes in the
manufacturing industries be monitored to identify economic and/or technological developments
that may promote and/or hinder continued strength in the County’s manufacturing enterprises.

•

Changes in the use of space in such industries as professional services,
warehousing/distribution/logistics, retail and others that have undergone dramatic changes in
business models over the course of the pandemic. Part of this effort will involve tracking the
emergence of “space as a service” and how that will affect the inventory of office and commercial
space in Ontario County as well as the implications these changes will have for local planning and
zoning decisions.

•

Changes in Agriculture and Food production in Ontario County. As agriculture come under ever
greater competitive pressure and regulatory burdens, and the opportunities for higher-valueadded activities emerge, it is important to understand how the County’s producers are responding
and what types of incentives or other assistance may be helpful to them.

As these trends accelerate and shift with the arrival of the “new normal,” it will be increasingly important
that Ontario County have access to the analytical capacity to understand these trends and their
implication for the County’s economy. Consequently, a valuable accessory to this strategic planning effort
could be the creation of a research institute on the Finger Lakes Economy hosted at Hobart and William
Smith Colleges and/or Finger Lakes Community College.
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B. Overall Approach: Strengthening & Extending a Network of Collaboration
As mentioned above in the SWOT analysis, one of Ontario County’s long-standing strengths is its culture
of cooperation. The two-pronged strategy will use that culture as the centerpiece of its implementation.
This is because the opportunities found in both prongs require collaboration among all of the
organizations involved in economic development to foster an environment favorable to continued
economic growth.
opportunities found in both
prongs [of this strategy]
For example, high-value-added services (e.g., producer
require
collaboration among
services and technology-based financial services) are a
all
of
the organizations
target industry for the strategy’s first prong, building on
involved in economic
its premium location. The rise of social distancing and
development to foster an
remote working arrangements in this industry means that
environment favorable to
fostering growth in these sectors will involve ensuring
continued economic growth.
there is adequate technological infrastructure (i.e.,
broadband connectivity) to support it, enhanced cyber security for those using the broadband and the
reconfiguration of many office spaces along with the creation of new office products (e.g., expanded
“third places” for remote workers). Thus, supporting this type of business under the changing conditions
caused or accelerated by the pandemic—changes likely to continue after its subsidence—will require
close coordination among organizations involved in broadband telecommunications, cyber security and
real estate development.
Implementation of the second prong, the response to the crises and opportunities will also require
unprecedented collaboration. For example, the pandemic’s devastating effect on tourism and main street
businesses will require delivering services and support to small enterprises that have rarely been the focus
of economic development efforts in Ontario County. The Office of Economic Development does not have
the capacity by itself to take on this task. However, it can foster a coordinated response among
organizations with direct ties to local small businesses, such as Local Development Corporations and
Business Improvement Districts, the Finger Lakes Visitors Connection, the regional Small Business
Development Center, etc.

C. Economic Development Tools & Targets
There are three major categories of tools to promote economic development. They are direct assistance
to business, development of infrastructure on behalf of businesses, and assistance to local government
to enable them to more effectively or efficiently respond to the needs of local businesses. The most
common tools available under each category are described below in Table 8. Direct business assistance
tools are shaded in blue. Infrastructure development tools are shaded in yellow and tools involving
assistance to local government are shaded in green.
In addition, there are a variety of other techniques and tools that can be used in special cases.
One important question for the strategic plan is to identify which tools can be deployed to support the
various target industries. The matrix in Table 9 matches the tools described above to the targets for each
of the two prongs of this economic development strategy.
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Table 8. Economic Development Tools by Major Category
Direct Business Assistance

IDA/EDC Financing

Business Retention & Expansion
(BR&E) Visits

Workforce Development

Industrial Development Agencies provide real property tax, sales tax
and mortgage recording tax abatements for a period of time on
qualified new investments.
Revolving loan funds are available low-interest loans that can fund
building acquisitions and equipment purchases, as well as provide
working capital.
In addition, the Ontario County Local Development Corporation
provides incentives to qualifying civic and not-for-profit businesses that
contribute to the quality of life in Ontario County and create and retain
jobs. OCLDC may issue tax-exempt financing for civic facilities.
BR&E programs regularly interview businesses to see if they require
assistance to pursue new opportunities and/or address ongoing
problems, and provide referrals to appropriate service providers along
with follow up support to ensure their problems and/or opportunities
are successfully addressed.
Workforce development programs help businesses attract and retain
the employees they need by providing education and training offerings
to build key skills as well as recruiting and screening for appropriate
applicants.

Cyber Security Training/
Technical Assistance

This training and technical assistance helps businesses maintain secure
communications with their employees and customers and helps them
avoid disruptions in Internet service resulting from cyber attacks such
as computer viruses, ransomware, etc.

Small Local Business Preservation
Efforts

These are programs targeted specifically at small “main street:”
businesses and can involve services ranging from training and technical
assistance with bookkeeping to marketing assistance to employee
training and compliance with Covid-19-related guidelines.

Business R&D/Incubation

These services support businesses by making cutting edge product
technology available to them and/or by providing the business with a
combination of low-cost space and ongoing technical assistance to
launch a new business and/or product.

Business attraction

Assistance to Entrepreneurs

Business attraction efforts seek to make businesses outside of the area
aware of the advantages of Ontario County as a potential location for
their operation.
Entrepreneurial assistance involves providing start-ups and
entrepreneurs with access to capital, incentive programs such as Start
Up Ny, and referrals to a variety of local and state entrepreneurial
resources

Infrastructure Development
Shovel Ready Planning

Shovel ready planning creates incentives for businesses to locate at a
particular site by securing the approvals and environmental reviews
and infrastructure development necessary to develop and/or occupy a
site prior to the site being identified or selected by a company.
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Broad-band Extension

Table 8. Economic Development Tools by Major Category
These projects involve providing “broadband to the premises” so that
the most rapid Internet connections can be made available to
businesses and/or residences to support businesses and/or remote
workers.

Assistance to Local Government
Quality of Life Enhancements

Local Regulatory "Audits"

Development and/or
enhancement of 3rd Places

These involve local municipalities pursuing improvements in housing,
streetscapes, economic vitality of commercial areas and expansion of
community amenities in such areas as recreation, health care and
cultural life.
A regulatory audit is when a local municipality agrees to have its land
use and development regulations reviewed by an expert to identify any
regulations may unintentionally and unnecessarily impede economic
development, followed by recommendations for improvements in
those regulations.
The creation of “third places” (i.e., places outside of either home or
office where remote workers or self-employed workers can gather for
access to high-speed Internet or other business-related amenities) is an
important component of any effort to attract remote workers. Third
places can also contribute to the vitality of downtown areas by
attracting workers who otherwise would not patronize the area.

An “x” in a cell indicates that the tool listed in the column is
recommended for the strategic target listed in the corresponding
row. Note that there are two cells with a question mark rather
than an “x.” In both cases, the tools identified may be
appropriate for the targets (i.e., technology-based attraction and
remote workers) under special situations. For example, while
IDA or EDC financing may not be an immediately apparent fit for
serving remote workers, it may turn out that remote workers
could be attracted and/or retained through the creation of a
“third place” that could be financed by the IDA or EDC.

As part of attracting and
retaining remote workers,
Ontario County’s economic
development efforts should
seek to foster initiatives to
promote diversity & equity in
opportunities & leadership.
The County can broaden its
pool of potential remote
workers by welcoming all
current and potential
residents to leadership
roles.

The right-hand-most column in Table 9 provides examples of
unique or distinct economic development tools that may be
useful for the strategic targets identified in that row. For example, as part of attracting and retaining
remote workers, Ontario County’s economic development efforts should seek to foster initiatives to
promote diversity & equity in opportunities & leadership. The County can broaden its pool of potential
remote workers by welcoming all current and potential residents to leadership roles in the communities
in the County.
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Table 9. Matching Economic Development Tools to the Strategy’s Targets
Economic Development Tools
Infrastructure
Direct Business Assistance
Development

IDA/EDC
Economic Development Targets Financing BR&E
Prong 1: Continuing to Harvest Opportunities

Cyber
Security
Small
Work- Training/ SustainLocal
Business
force Technical ability Business R&D/
EntreShovel
Develop- Assist- practices/ Preser- Incuba- preneurial Business
Ready
ment
ance
models
vation
tion Assistance Attraction Planning

Assistance to Local
Government

Quality
Broad- of Life Local
band
En- RegulaExten- hance- tory
sion
ments "Audits"

Other

Development/
enhancement of
3rd Places

Existing Internal
Harvesting Targets
•
•
•
•
•
•

Value-added Ag & Food
Enterprises
Advanced Manufacturing
Existing Mature Industries
High-tech Producer Services
Quality of Life Niches (Health
Care, Tourism, Retail,
Hospitality)
Aviation Related

X

X

Tech-based attraction (e.g., FinX
Tech)
Prong 2: Cultivating Opportunities in the New Normal
Remote Workers

?

New Real Estate Products
Hybridized Enterprises
•
Space as a Service
•
(Reconfigured Offices )

X

X

Small Local Businesses:
Tourism/Downtowns, etc.

X

X

X

X

X

?

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

Mini-grants (e.g.,
$3,000) to support local
research into Ontario
County economy by local
higher education
institutions

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Support initiatives to
promote diversity &
equity in opportunities
& leadership

Support for enhanced
facility management
Support FLVC Visit
Confidently Resource
Ctr.; Micro business
assistance,
HWS Entrepreneurial
Services
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D. Roles and Responsibilities
Table 9 defines “what is to be done” for the strategic plan. The next step in implementation is to identify
who is to be undertaking these tasks. Table 10 defines these roles and responsibilities.

Assigning Tasks to Organizations. The table is color coded

The Office of Economic
as before, with blue cells identifying direct support for
Development is charged with
businesses, yellow cells indicating infrastructure
the overall strategic
development and green cells for those actions providing
leadership of this effort.
support to local government. The Office of Economic
Development is at the top of the table, charged with the
overall strategic leadership of this effort, in addition to the specific tasks assigned to it. The other agencies
in this effort have responsibilities closely tied to their existing activities. The one exception to this is the
Ontario County Economic Development Corporation. It has been assigned a new task of coordinating the
efforts to support local small businesses in the County. Again, the actual services to be provided to those
businesses will come from such entities as local Business Improvement Districts and Development
Corporations. The OCEDC’s role will be to ensure that those organizations providing services directly to
small, “main street” businesses are able to coordinate their efforts and address the most critical problems.

Providing Ongoing Coordination through “Virtual” Sector Intelligence Councils. In order to ensure
the diverse array of activities associated with this strategy stay focused on the needs of the County’s
businesses, it is recommended that the OCOED create a six “Sector Intelligence Councils” to meet regularly
to help the Office identify Cluster-specific or Sector-specific opportunities and/or threat associated as the
strategy is implemented. It is further recommended that these councils be convened virtually, through
Zoom, Webex, or another virtual meeting platform, to maximize the convenience of members attending
these meetings. The six councils proposed are described below in Table 11:

March, 2021
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Table 10. Roles and Responsibilities for Implementing the Economic Development Strategy.
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Council & Purpose

Table 11. Composition of Sector Intelligence Councils
Members

Value-Added Agriculture &
Food—to support the growth
and development of valueadded agriculture and food
processing in the County
Broadband Extension—to
extend broadband to the
premises that supports
businesses and remote workers
throughout the County
Advanced Manufacturing—to
address the needs of Ontario
County’s advanced
manufacturing sector.
Quality of Life—to ensure that
the physical environment and
vitality of the County’s cities,
villages and hamlets

Talent/Diversity Initiatives—to
address issues related to
attracting and retaining a
talented workforce and remote
workers, including enhancing
the ability to provide
opportunities for diverse
populations to participate in the
economy and occupy local
leadership positions
Real Estate—to coordinate
efforts at Tech-based Attraction
& Remote Workforce
Development & to address
issues/opportunities emerging
from Hybridized Space & Retail
and “space as a service”

Cornell Agri-Tech
Co-op Ext.
BR&E
Workforce Development
Industry Representatives
Empire Access
Axcess Ontario
OTTC
Lantek

Suggested
Frequency of Virtual
Meetings
Every six months

As needed to
address
issues/opportunities

FAME Partners
BR&E
Industry Representatives

Every six months

FLVC
Planning
Local Governments/ Downtowns/LDCs
Higher Education Institutions
Developers
G/FLRC
Sustainability &SWM
WIB
WDI
Office of Wokforce Dev.
FLCC
HWS
Health Care
Planning
Local Gov’ts/LDCs

Every six months

GRE, ESD
OCIDA, OCEDC
Planning (Shovel Ready initiatives)
Developers
Local Gov’ts/Downtowns/LDCs

As needed

March, 2021
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Getting the work done: Ongoing Relationships with the Office of Economic Development. The dayto-day work of implementing the strategy will require the Office of Economic Development to continually
interact with a variety of agencies in the regular tasks of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Securing Financing
Providing Technical Assistance
Workforce Development
Addressing Planning/Regulatory Issues
Extending Broadband
Providing Essential Infrastructure

Figure 7 shows the relationships the Office of Economic Development will maintain in implementing the
strategy. The organizations highlighted in yellow in the inner circle of the figure are those with which the
office will have the greatest interaction in each for each of those six topics. Those on the outer edge of
the circle will require less frequent interaction. This illustrates the ongoing importance of close
collaboration as the essential ingredient for the success of this two-pronged strategy.

Figure 7. Working Relationships Required to Implement the Strategic Plan.
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